Decorating

Paint Roller Trays / Roller Kits / Paint Scuttles

Roller Trays

General purpose roller paint trays for 100mm and 230mm rollers. Designed for most
typical DIY and trade applications. Made from tough, sturdy plastic, with a deep paint
reservoir and ribbed rolling area to assist an even application on to the roller.

For 100mm
(4in) Rollers

ToolTeam
TESTED

For 230mm
(9in) Rollers

FAIRTRAY4
£1.02 Ex VAT
£1.22 Inc VAT

FAIRTRAY9
£1.90 Ex VAT
£2.28 Inc VAT

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTE: Made from 100% post consumer recycled plastic.

Masonry Roller Kit

Mini Roller Kit
and Tray

Roller Kit

This kit contains a roller frame, a
sturdy roller tray and two 228mm (9in)
simulated sheepskin roller sleeves that
are suitable for use on both smooth
and rough surfaces.

Contains a roller frame, roller tray and
230mm (9in) padded woven roller for
use with emulsion or masonry paints
on rough, semi-rough and uneven
surfaces. Ideal for brickwork, rendered
masonry and other textured coatings.
Tapered handle to fit the Faithfull roller
extension poles.

FAIRKITMINI
£3.49 Ex VAT £4.19 Inc VAT

FAIRKIT
£5.95 Ex VAT £7.14 Inc VAT

FAIRKITMAS
£9.50 Ex VAT £11.40 Inc VAT

Paint Kettle

Paint Scuttle

A complete mini roller kit containing a
roller tray, frame and one of each foam
and medium pile 100mm (4in) rollers
for use with gloss or emulsion paints.

A plastic paint kettle which can be used
with all types of paint and wallpaper
paste. It can also be used for holding
nails, screws and small tools when
working at a height.

A 15 litre plastic paint scuttle that can be used
with all types of paint and wallpaper paste.
Strong wire handle.

Capacity:
15 litre

Capacity:
2.5 litre

Length:
400 x 250mm

Diameter:
175mm

FAIPBSCUTTLE
£8.48 Ex VAT
£10.18 Inc VAT

FAIPKETTLE
£1.96 Ex VAT
£2.35 Inc VAT
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